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in-stor e

T hur s 11 J an @ 5pm
to cele br a te the r elease of

Galactic Nor th
Gathering together, for the first time, the stories and novelettes set
in his Revelation Space universe, including several brand-new
stories and novelettes written specially for this collection.

"A ver y w or thw hile collection, with hints of w ha t ma y be
coming in futur e novels . Dar k, vicious science f iction."
- Starb ur st
THE SUPERHERO BOOK
THE ULTIMATE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
COMIC BOOK ICONS AND
HOLLYWOOD HEROES
GINA MISIROGLU
& MICHAEL EURY (EDS)
The first encyclopedic reference
work that profiles superheroes
from all companies and in all
media, this is the ultimate A-Z
compendium.
300
entries
provide information on more
than 1,000 mythic overachievers, covering the bestloved and historically significant comic book, movie, TV
and novel superheroes. With more than 150 full-colour
illustrations, including dozens of classic comic covers, it
profiles each hero, detailing their mythology, sidekicks,
protégés, villains, love interests, super powers, weapons,
costumes, vulnerabilities, nicknames and modus
operandi, plus the twists and turns in their careers and
their changing status in popular culture. Tp $49.95 725pp
THE SUPERVILLAIN BOOK
THE EVIL SIDE OF COMICS AND
HOLLYWOOD
GINA MISIROGLU
& MICHAEL EURY (EDS)
The definitive A-to-Z guide to
supervillains
nefarious
masterminds, sinister societies
and destructive dominators who
have battled superheroes past and
present. Tp $55.00 439pp
PUBLIC HOLIDA
HOLIDAY HOURS
MON 1 JAN
JAN (NEW YEAR’S DA
DAY)
CLOSED
CLOSED
FRI 26 JAN
JAN (AUSTRALIA
(AUSTRALIA DA
DAY)
WE ARE OPEN 10AM - 5PM

TELEFANTASY
CATHERINE JOHNSON
This is the first book-length study to consider the
place of fantasy, science fiction and horror
dramas in the history of British and US
television. Looking at two periods, (the
1950s/60s and the 1990s/2000s) when
telefantasy has been particularly prevalent on
television, it provides detailed historical
accounts of the production of key 'telefantasy'
programmes: the Quatermass serials, The
Prisoner, Star Trek, The X-Files, Buffy the
Vampire Slayer and Randall and Hopkirk
(Deceased). Each case study is situated in relation to the development
of the British and US television industries and the regulatory and critical
discourses surrounding them, offering a new understanding of the
individual programmes and the historical development of television as a
medium. By bringing together a range of fantasy dramas and asking
what they offered to television producers, the author challenges the
previous understanding of these programmes as 'unique' cultural
phenomena and asks whether telefantasy can be understood as a
genre. Pb $49.95 187pp
HORROR:
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO THE CINEMA OF FEAR
JAMES MARRIOTT & KIM NEWMAN
Packed with photographs of some of the
most terrifying scenes in cinema history, this
unique, definitive, comprehensive guide
traces the story of horror over the past
century, decade-by-decade and provides a
witty and informative critique of over 250
films, plus any TV series and literature that
informed them. With feature spreads on
related themes appearing throughout, from
vampires, ghosts and comedy horror, to the
occult, giallo, cannibalism and serial killers, this book offers an
introduction for beginners, as well as something new for the die-hard
horror fan. Hb $60.00 256pp

SCIEN CE FICTION
AND FANTAS Y
ALEX ARCHER
SPIDER STONE
Rogue Angel #3. In the remains of a
tunnel that was part of the Underground
Railroad, a mysterious artefact reveals
one of the darkest secrets of Africa’s
ancient past. Intrigued by the encrypted
stone, archaeologist Annja Creed opens a
door to a world - and a legend - bound by
a fierce and terrible force. She is not alone
in her pursuit of the impossible. A
bloodthirsty African warlord and an
international
corporate
magnate
exploiting a land, a culture and a people,
are equally anxious to stake their claim on
the relic’s unknown power. Annja’s
odyssey deep into the primeval jungles of
Senegal becomes a desperate race to stop
those eager to unleash the virulence of the
Spider God… Pb $16.95 346pp
J G BALLARD
THE COMPLETE SHORT
STORIES
Volume #1. Set out in the order in which
they were originally published, these
stories provide an unprecedented
opportunity to review the career of one of
Britain’s greatest writers. Tp $28.00 773pp
THE COMPLETE SHORT
STORIES
Volume #2. This is the second volume in a
two volume collection of acclaimed short
stories by the author of Empire of the Sun,
Crash and Cocaine Nights. Tp $28.00
775pp
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JAMES BARCLAY
CRY OF THE NEWBORN
Ascendants of
Estorea #1. The
Estorean Conquord
has stood for 850
years. Its Advocate,
Herine Del Aglios,
knows that she
presides over the
greatest civilisation
in history, but she
wants more. She
believes
that
nothing can go
wrong, until a disastrous reversal in the
war to overrun the Kingdom of Tsard has
Tsardon troops flooding into the
Conquord. As the empire trembles, far
from the war, four unique children are
discovering their powers. They are the first
true Ascendants, in touch with the
elements, able to shape the world. An
empire descending into war is about to
discover the wonder and terror of magic...
Pb $22.95 819pp
STEPHEN BAXTER
RESPLENDENT
Destiny’s Children #4. This is a
collection of stories that encompasses
mankind’s epic fight for survival against
the Xeelee, a narrative of how man will
change and evolve over our epic journey
out into the universe. These tales
encompass the rise of sub-molecular
empires in the first nanoseconds after the
Big
Bang
to
mankind’s
final
transformation. Tp $32.95 549pp
JUDITH BERMAN
BEAR DAUGHTER
When a 12-year-old wakes up as a
human girl, instead of a bear, one cloudy
morning, she embarks on a thrilling
journey through both mortal and
immortal worlds to mend her past, face
her fears and save all of the realms in
which she treads. Pb $18.95 422pp
HOLLY BLACK & TONY DITERLIZZI
CARE AND FEEDING OF
SPRITES
The Spiderwick Chronicles. Many would
have you believe that sprites (or ‘fairies’
as they’re often called) are sweet, pretty
and, ultimately, peaceful creatures. But
don’t let the carefree nature of these
dazzling beguilers fool you. Because
while they do make for awesome pets (or,
if you prefer, companions), these are not
creatures to be handled lightly. So forget
everything you know, or think you know,
about sprites and listen to the experts
from the International Sprite League as
they, with the assistance of the creative
team that brought you the bestselling
Spiderwick Chronicles, provide a resource
that will prove to be as essential for the
novice sprite keeper as a strong cage and
eyes in the back of his or her head. Hb
$24.95 32pp
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BEN BOVA
GREEN TRAP
Microbiologist Michael Cochrane
has been murdered. His brother Paul
wants to find out who did it… and why.
Accompanied by a beautiful industrial
spy, Elena Sandoval, Paul follows the trail
from
California
to
Cambridge,
Massachusetts. It’s clear that Michael was
working with cyanobacteria, the bacteria
that crack water molecules and release
free oxygen. It’s less clear why this would
get anybody killed. Or why oil billionaire
Lionel Gould wants to pay Paul and
Elena big money for the details of
Michael’s work. Then the truth emerge Michael had found a way to get
cyanobacteria to crack hydrogen out of
simple water molecules, a process that
could be industrialised, producing
enough hydrogen to cleanly power the
world. Practically free fuel - no wonder
everyone seems to be trying to get in Paul
and Elena’s way. Hb $54.00 331pp
MARK CHADBOURN
AGE OF MISRULE
OMNIBUS
Contains World’s End, Darkest Hour and
Always Forever. All over the country, the
ancient gods of Celtic mythology are
returning to the land from which they
were banished millennia ago. Following
in their footsteps are creatures of folklore
- the Fabulous Beasts, shape-shifters and
Night Walkers, and other, less
wholesome beings. As they grow in
power, so technology is swept away. It is
myth and magic that now rule supreme in
this new Dark Age. But in times of
trouble, come heroes. Five flawed
humans are drawn together to search for
the magical talismans with which to fight
the powers of old. But time draws short
and humanity looks set to be swept
away... Pb $24.95 1350pp
ANGELA CHALLIS & SHANE
JIRAIYA CUMMINGS
AUSTRALIAN DARK FANTASY
& HORROR 2006 EDITION
The best Australian dark fiction and
essays published in 2005. Featuring Lee
Battersby, Adam Browne, Rjurik
Davidson, James Doig, Dirk Flinthart,
Anthony Fordham, Paul Haines, Richard
Harland, Robert Hood, Trent Jamieson,
Chris Lawson, David Levell, Martin
Livings, Chuck McKenzie, Josephine
Pennicott and Kaaron Warren. Pb $19.95
239pp
JAMES CLEMENS
HINTERLAND
Godslayer #2. Failed Shadowknight
Tylar witnessed the death of a god, whose
blood healed his deformities, but branded
him a Godslayer and a hunted criminal,
but his struggle for the truth is vindicated
when he is officially reinstated as a
Shadowknight. Tp $32.95 480pp
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NEW TITLE

CLASSIC TITLE

GOBLIN QUEST

THE PRESTIGE

JIM C HINES
Pb $16.95 346pp
Jig is a goblin. Even by goblin
standards, he’s a runt. He’s picked on
by all and sundry and stuck in a crappy
job that he really should have moved
on from ages ago. He has one friend,
a fire spider Smudge, who is as likely
to burn him, or set his hair on fire as
anything else. One day, he is forced by
Porak, his arch nemesis, to patrol the
tunnels, while Porak and his co-fiends
get drunk. The tunnels that the goblins
live in are a favourite haunt of
adventurers, so the life of a goblin on
patrol can be a risky one. If you
haven’t guessed already, luck isn’t on
Jig’s side. He encounters a party made up of two brothers,
princes with no hope of ever succeeding to the throne (even if
their stupid elder brothers do keep getting themselves killed),
Barius, who is trying to prove himself to their father and Ryslind,
a mad wizard, a dwarf, Darnak, who is their mentor and
responsible for keeping them alive – no easy task when they’re
hell bent on killing each other - and (their captive) elven thief,
Riana. They’re on a quest for the Rod of Creation, supposedly
buried in the tunnels somewhere and guarded by a dragon. They
believe he knows what he’s doing (insert chuckle) and take him
prisoner as their guide. From here on in, Jig’s life is on the line,
not only from the Princes, but from the situations they put them
all in, due to their stupidity and sibling rivalry.
It’s not quite a parody, but it sure is tongue in cheek and has a
bit of fun, with a lot of the elements that are typical of a quest
fantasy novel. Jig isn’t your average hero by any measure and
I’m not even sure he’s a hero most of the time - he has to battle
the fear of running away a lot and contemplates stabbing people
in the back. The adventurers (made up of the usual mix of races
required for that sort of mission) are disorganised, almost all
self-serving, narrow-minded and hell-bent on their mission –
things that adventurers in a million quest novels are, but here,
they’re all so transparent. Jig is the only one to question the fact
that what they are actually attempting to do is steal something
that was hidden for a reason, even if they call it a ‘quest’. Jig is
the underdog (a position I always have a soft spot for) and he
keeps getting the poopy end of the stick. He has self-image
problems. A classic example of this is that he chooses a god to
worship who is all but forgotten, because he thinks that he has
a better chance of being heard that way, since the god will have
no one else to listen to. When the god talks back, (not only giving
Jig a bit of lip, but then wings whatever situation they’re in, as he
keeps expecting Jig to get killed), Jig is amazed. Jig isn’t stupid
though and he slowly learns how to stick up for himself. A week
of being prisoner with this motley crew and having his life
constantly threatened gets him thinking outside the box and he
starts coming up with ways to help the Goblin race - if they’ll
listen. I loved it. There weren’t a lot of surprises, but it was a fun
read, with great characters (even the pratty Princes) and had a
nice ending. - Steph
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CHRISTOPHER PRIEST
PB $22.95 360PP
This enjoyable novel charts the
extraordinary rise and fall of two of
London’s finest gentlemen stage
magicians of the 19th century, Alfred
Borden and Rupert Angier. The film
version of this story, starring Hugh
Jackman as Ruper Angier, is now
screening.Known by their respective
stage names of ‘Le Professeur de
Magie’ & ‘The Great Danton’, their
shared passion for thrilling an audience
with feats of illusion is soured by the
terrible feud that made them enemies
and ruined each of their lives. The story
is introduced in the late 20th century, as a descendant of each
magician meets and attempt to piece together the mysteries
behind these illusory personas and the real reasons for the feud,
the repercussions of which are still felt a hundred years later.
Largely written in the form of each man’s journals, one following
the other, this tricky book presents the reader with two points of
view on the same events. However, both magicians possess
secrets that they would prefer not to reveal, even in a private
journal, so this format has the effect of giving the book not one,
but two, unreliable narrators.
Alfred Borden, son of a wheelwright and carpenter, learns
cabinetry and card tricks from an early age and, as a young
man, leaves his family and life in Hastings to travel to London
and start a career on the stage. For his part, Rupert Angier is
born the second son of a wealthy, aristocratic family. Enamoured
with illusions and sleight of hand during his boarding school
years, he also decides to earn a living as magician in London,
especially after he realises that upon his father’s death he will
inherit nothing. Early in their respective careers, the two young
prestigitators cross paths and, due to a disagreement on how
stage magic should be presented, a vicious feud erupts that
stains the rest of their lives. At first, this takes the form of each
of the two rivals revealing the other’s stage secrets, but quickly
becomes much more dangerous. Both men fail to grasp the
extent of the damage that they have caused each other and
each seeks to make amends, but too much harm has already
been done and these attempts fail. Despite this bitter hatred,
each performer holds a grudging admiration for the other’s
stagecraft. Borden presents a trick that is the talk of London and
Angier is unable to fathom or replicate it. In response, and with
the assistance of the inventor Nicholas Tesler, Angier develops a
different and altogether more amazing illusion and it is Bordon’s
insatiable desire to understand the workings of this trick that
sows the seeds for the downfall of them both. Awesome. - Raph
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GLEN COOK
SUNG IN BLOOD
Protector Jerhke has kept Shasessrre
peaceful for hundreds of years. After his
brutal murder, his son Rider tries to
discover his father’s murderer. Rider is
helped in his search by his companions,
as they battle against the agents of the
mysterious Kralj Odehnal. But the
murderous dwarf turns out to be an
introduction to greater terror, as they
match wits with Shai Khe, the powerful
sorcerer who wants to rule Shaesserre. Hb
$49.95 172pp
THE TYRANNY OF THE NIGHT
The Instrumentalities of Night #1.
Welcome to a world where imps, demons
and dark gods rule in the spaces
surrounding upstart humanity. At the
edges of the world stand walls of ice
which push slowly forward to reclaim the
land for the night and at the world’s
centre, in the Holy Land where two great
religions were born, are the Wells of
Ihrain, the source of the greatest magics.
Over the last century the Patriarchs of the
West have demanded crusades to claim
the Wells from the Pramans, the followers
of the Written. Now an uneasy truce
extends between the Pramans and the
West, waiting for a spark to start the
conflict anew. Then, on a mission in the
Holy Land, the young Praman warrior
Else is attacked by a creature of the Dark
- a minor god. Too ignorant to know that
he can never prevail over such a thing, he
fights it and wins, and in so doing, sets
the terrors of the night against him.
It is said that God will know his own, but
can one who has slain gods ever know
forgiveness? Pb $18.95 513pp
MICHAEL CRICHTON
NEXT
Is your loved one missing some body
parts? Are blondes becoming extinct? Is
everyone at your dinner table of the same
species? It’s 2006: do you know who all
your children are? Do you know humans
and chimpanzees differ in only 400 genes?
And why does an adult human being
resemble a chimp foetus? There’s a new
genetic cure for drug addiction – is it
worse than the disease? Ever want to
design your own pet? Change the stripes
on the fish in your aquarium? Ever think
to sell your body fat, or donate it to
charity? Or sell your eggs and sperm
online for thousands of dollars? Did you
know one fifth of all your genes are owned
by someone else? Come to think of it,
could you and your family be pursued
cross country just because you happen to
have certain genes in your body? Welcome
to our genetic world. Fast, furious, and out
of control. This is not the world of the
future; it’s the world right now. Most of
the events in this book have already
happened and the rest are just around the
corner. Tp $33.00 431pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

JAMES CZERWONKA
BLADE OF THE DRAGON
The flame of war has raged for years
in the desolate land of Zhembier and is all
but extinguished. Yet while on the verge
of a fragile peace, a new sinister threat
emerges. A hero rises from amid the
bloody conflict, a mysterious warrior in
search of his forgotten past. He alone
wields the hidden power of the last ‘Spirit
Blade’ and is destined to bring order out
of chaos. Pb $22.95 263pp
PETER DE VRIES
WISTRIX DONN
The Mystery & the Miracle. War
consumes the lands of the east, as rulers
strive for power. Blood betrays blood. In
the epicentre of the turmoil, a tower of
amethyst appears - the Wistrix Donn. It
brings a whirlwind of paranormal
activity, first wondrous, then terrible. The
presence of these threats forces the return
of the outcast Noetic and his estranged
lover Ontic. Long ago, they received the
blessing and the burden of the Mystery
and the Miracle. Now, in the absence of
their murdered god, Ontic and Noetic
face cunning enemies of flesh-and-blood,
as well as issues of faith, truth and duty.
Heartbreaking choices lie ahead, as
armies threaten chaos, friends fall away
and the unthinkable emerges to challenge
the divinely appointed pair. Hb $54.00
371pp
SARA DOUGLASS
DRUID’S SWORD
Troy Game #4. It is the early days of
WWII. Grace, daughter of Asterion and
Noah, remains bound in agony to
Catling, her wrists cruelly scarred by the
otherworldly restraints. There are none, it
seems, who can help Grace - certainly not
her mother or father. Jack Skelton,
Brutus-reborn and the love of Noah’s life,
is the only one able to break through
Grace’s carefully constructed barriers.
And while Genvissa-reborn and Coelreborn attempt to identify exactly how to
deal with the grip of a malevolent Troy
Game, a killer stalks the streets of London
creating terror upon terror as the bombers
shadow the land. Tp $33.00 671pp
GARDNER DOZOIS (ED)
THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF
BEST NEW SF
#19. This edition continues to uphold its
standard of excellence with over two
dozen stories from the previous year. This
year’s volume includes many bright
young talents of science fiction, as well as
a host of established masters. It covers
every aspect of the genre - soft, hard,
cyberpunk, cyber noir, anthropological,
military and adventure. Also included is
a thorough summation of the year and a
recommended reading list. Tp $29.95
721pp
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E ROBERT DUNN
ECHELON’S END: PLANET FALL
In a future where terrankind has
both spread into space and cast aside
racial and sexual prejudice, five survivors
of a brutal alien invasion struggle for
their lives and for the future of their kind.
The starlost crew of the tiny Pioneer 4,
men and women from the planet called
Aidennia, are desperately trying to find
their way home to rejoin the battle for
humankind’s freedom and its place in the
universe. But Pioneer 4’s intrepid
wanderers, despite their mastery of
technology, find themselves captured and
spit out by a wormhole - destination
unknown. Tp $49.95 318pp
KATE ELLIOTT
CROWN OF STARS
Crown of Stars #7. King Henry’s
kingdom has been ravaged by internecine
warfare, in a conflict that has been both
long and bloody. Furthermore, the spell
holding the exiled Ashioi from the world
has failed and the land, ravaged by the
fury of their return, is only now showing
signs of recovery. Sanglant is struggling
to legitimise his leadership, as the
returned Ashioi are planning war and
Stronghand has begun a march of
conquest into the heart of Sanglant’s
realm. Adelheid and Antonia have made
an unholy alliance and Sabella and Duke
Conrad are moving to seize Sanglant’s
crown. Cultures, religions, and races are
clashing in what will be the ultimate
struggle for control of this strange new
world. Pb $22.95 647pp
DAVID FARLAND
SONS OF THE OAK
Runelords #5.
Gaborn, the Earth
King, has been
travelling far from
his
home,
to
strange
and
unknown places.
While beyond the
edge of the earth,
he
finally
succumbs to the
accelerated aging
that comes from all
of the endowments he has taken. His
death is the signal for a revolution, an
attack from the supernatural realms by
immensely powerful immortal beings.
These forces have discovered that
Gaborn’s son is the resurrection of an
immortal, one whose potential power is
so great that he might be able to reorder
the entire universe. Fallion’s enemies
have decided that they must control him
and failing that, destroy him. He is only a
child, but he is the heir to Gaborn’s
kingdom, and so must flee to the ends of
the earth to avoid the destruction of all
that Gaborn accomplished. Hb $59.95
383pp
WWW.GALAXYBOOKS.COM.AU

ALAN DEAN FOSTER
TROUBLE MAGNET
A Pip & Flinx novel. Wandering out
there in some remote region of the galaxy
is a gargantuan sentient Tar-Aiym
weapons’ system. All Flinx has to do is
find it and persuade it to knock out the
monstrous evil that is hurtling through
space to waste the entire Commonwealth.
A no-brainer, really, especially for Flinx.
Indeed, the boy wonder and his minidrag, Pip, are eager to commence their
heroic task... just as soon as Flinx visits
Visaria, a dangerously depraved planet,
to convince himself that humans are
indeed worth saving. Hb $54.00 5 272pp
NEIL GAIMAN
FRAGILE THINGS: SHORT
FICTIONS AND WONDERS
A book of short stories by an acclaimed
fantasy writer. Tp $32.95 366pp
JOE HALDEMAN
PEACE AND WAR OMNIBUS
Contains Forever War. Forever Free,
Forever Peace. William Mandela is a
reluctant hero, drafted to fight in a distant
interstellar war against unknowable and
unconquerable aliens. But his greatest test
will be returning to Earth. A few months
of his tour of duty equate to centuries on
his homeworld, during which he becomes
increasingly isolated from the world he
has been fighting to protect. Pb $24.95
400pp
SHANNON HALE
RIVER SECRETS
War between Bayern and Tira is
finally over. To cement the peace with
their old sworn enemies, a group from
each kingdom will cross to the other for a
‘season of friendship’. At first all is well,
but mysterious events in the Tiran capital
arouse the suspicions and anger bubbling
just beneath the surface. Enna’s friend,
Razo
must
find
out
who
is
masterminding these events before it’s
too late and they find themselves trapped
in the heart of Tira as war breaks out. Pb
$16.95 290pp
AMANDA HEMINGWAY
THE TRAITOR’S SWORD
Sangreal #2. Whilst Nathan grows,
strange occurrences begin to plague the
village. The Thorn family were once the
guardians of a strange cup of greenish
stone, set with jewels. When it was sold to
a Jewish collector in Austria by the black
sheep of the family, their fortune soon
disappeared in turn. It has now turned up
at Sotheby’s and Bartlemy joins his
friend, Rowena Thorn, the last of the
Thorns, who is determined to get it back.
But the matter becomes complicated and
sinister when Nathan discovers the body
of the Austrian owner in the wood nearby
and experiences disturbing visions. Pb
$21.00 311pp
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JASON HIGHTMAN
SAMURAI
Sequel to Saint
of Dragons. Dragons
revel in human
misery and leave a
trail of pain and
death wherever they
go. They live alone,
masquerading
as
their
victims,
unrecognisable to all
but a select few.
Simon St George is
back and still learning to live with his
father - brash Aldric St George. But, just as
he is getting used to the security of a new
family, as well as continuing to learn the
business of dragonhunting, he finds out
another shocking revelation - he is not the
last of the dragonhunters. Pb $20.00 366pp
TOM HOLT
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE EVIL TO
WORK HERE, BUT IT HELPS
Colin Hollinghead is a young man
going nowhere fast. Working for his dad
might have seemed like a good idea at the
time, but starting at the bottom in the
widget-making industry has somehow
lost its appeal and now the business is in
trouble. At least his father has a plan to
turn things round, a new work force that
will improve profit margins and secure
the company’s future for eternity. The
deal looks great on paper, but they do say
that the devil is in the detail and the old
rogue certainly seems to be involved in
some capacity. Colin needs help. Perhaps
his new friend from JW Wells & Co.
(Practical and Effective Magicians,
Sorcerers and Supernatural Consultants)
can help. Pb $22.95 352pp
NALO HOPKINSON
& UPPINDER MEHAN (EDS)
SO LONG BEEN DREAMING: POSTCOLONIAL SCIENCE FICTION &
FANTASY

This is an anthology of original new
stories by leading African, Asian, South
Asian and Aboriginal authors, as well as
North American and British writers of
colour. Contributors include Opal Palmer
Adisa, Tobias Buckell, Wayde Compton,
Hiromi Goto, Andrea Hairston, Tamai
Kobayashi, Karin
Lowachee, Devorah
Major,
Carole
McDonnell, Nnedi
Okorafor-Mbachu,
Eden
Robinson,
Nisi
Shawl,
Vandana
Singh,
Sheree
Renee
Thomas and Greg
Van Eekhout. Tp
$34.95 270pp
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MATTHEW HUGHES
MAJESTRUM
Henghis Hapthorn #1. This
work presents the beginning of a new
trilogy set in Hughes’ Archonate
universe, revolving around the character,
Henghis Hapthorn, a Sherlock Holmestype who investigates mysteries in a
world turning from science back to
magic. Hb $54.00 209pp
BRIAN JACQUES
VOYAGE OF SLAVES
Castaways of the
Flying Dutchman #3.
Ben and his Labrador
Ned, castaways of the
Flying Dutchman, are
destined to roam the
earth
across
the
centuries,
never
stopping in one place
and never growing a
single day older. Now
adrift in the Mediterranean Sea, the boy
and his dog fall into the clutches of the
Barbary Slave Lord, Al Misurata. And so
begins a roaring adventure, from the
Libyan coast to the Italian border during
which they gain good friends and
encounter ruthless enemies in their quest
for freedom. Hb $35.00 356pp
CATHERINE JINKS
ELYSIUM
Allies Ghost Hunters #4. Another
deliciously spooky paranormal mystery
for Allie’s Ghost Hunters to solve, this
time at the Jenolan Caves, where
something is on the trail of Allie and her
family... Pb $14.95 180pp
DIANA WYNNE JONES
THE TOUGH GUIDE TO
FANTASYLAND
Revised and Updated Edition. Both a
hilarious send-up of the clichés of the
genre and an indispensable guide for
writers, this is Diana Wynne Jones at her
best - incisive, funny and wildly
imaginative. This edition features a new
map, an entirely new design and
additional material. Pb $22.95 234pp
RUSSELL KIRKPATRICK
PATH OF REVENGE
Husk #1. 70 years after the
conclusion of the Falthan War, three
continents and their gods are again at war
for truth and immortality. Husk is the
remnant of a once-powerful magician,
defeated decades ago by the Undying
Man, Lord of Bhrudwo. He lies,
eviscerated, in the dungeon of Andratan,
planning his revenge. There are three
things he needs - the stone, the blood and
a hand of hate. The three people he has
manipulated from afar to bring these
things to him are on their way, with no
means of knowing what they are about.
But even Husk cannot know everything...
Tp $30.00 400pp
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KATHERINE LANGRISH
TROLL MILL
Troll #2. Returning from a hard day’s
fishing and with a violent storm brewing,
Peer watches horror-struck as his friend
Kersten rushes to the shore, thrusting her
young baby into his arms and throws
herself into the sea. Struggling home with
the baby, Peer passes the old mill, once
owned by his wicked uncles and sees the
millwheel turning! But it has been derelict
for years! Who or what could be lurking
in the shadows? Pb $16.00 335pp
GAIL CARSON LEVINE
FAIREST
In a land where beauty and singing
are valued above all else, Aza eventually
comes to reconcile her unconventional
appearance and her magical voice and
learns to accept herself for who she truly
is. Hb $25.00 326pp
MICHAEL LIDDY
OPENLAND
Thirty years ago, Jeremy’s father
discovered an incredible artefact near a
prehistoric river bed in a desolate region
of northern New South Wales. But
nobody can tell him anything about it not what it’s made of, nor how old it is,
nor who made it. Now, having received a
research grant, he can finally start trying
to unravel the mystery for himself.
Jeremy seeks and gains the assistance of
his old university friend, Marc. Together,
they start along an unexpected path that
leads them to Western Australia, where
they discover a lost, amnesiac woman,
Taicalli, with more than her fair share of
secrets. Pursued by indignant military
aboard Taicalli’s spaceship, Jeremy and
Marc embark upon a journey into the vast
unknown, more challenging and
applicable than either of them can
imagine. Tp $29.95 440pp

WIN ...
A COPY OF OPENLAND
see back page for entry details
FIONA MCINTOSH
EMMISARY
Percheron #2. Odalisque Ana is
resigned to life in Percheron’s famed
harem and has little more than a bloodsoaked veil to remind her that Spur Lazar,
the man she loves, is dead. She is closely
watched by the scheming Grand Master
Eunuch, Salmeo, and the cunning and
cruel Valide Herezah. The Valide,
unhappy at Ana’s influence over the
young Zar, contrives a shrewd plan to
bring about the beautiful young woman’s
demise. But greater forces are at work.
The demon Maliz has taken the guise of
Percheron’s Grand Vizier in order to stalk
Iridor, the traditional accomplice of the
Goddess. And a war is brewing... Tp
$33.00 483pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

JULIET MCKENNA
EASTERN TIDE
Aldabreshin Compass #4. The
Archipelago is still plagued by dragons
and its peoples live in terror of their
coming. The delicate political balance of
the islands teeters as rival factions spar
and warfare threatens. Kheda is
reluctantly drawn into the fray, as his
dragon fighting powers become a
powerful political tool, but he and his
companions are tainted by the suspicion
of forbidden magic. Kheda’s contact with
northern magic has caused him to doubt
the very foundations of his people’s
ancient beliefs, placing his future as a
warlord in doubt and the making the
succession of his realm a dark and bloody
question... Pb $22.95 608pp
GEORGE R R MARTIN
DREAM SONGS:
A RETROSPECTIVE
A massive collection of the best of the
author’s short fiction, including the Hugowinning A Song for Lya, Bram Stokerwinning The Pear-Shaped Man and World
Fantasy Award-winning The Skin Trade,
generally acclaimed as the finest
werewolf story of our time. Hb $59.95
1185pp
A FEAST FOR CROWS
Song of Ice and Fire #4. Pb $21.00
976pp
L E MODESITT JNR
SOARERS CHOICE
Corean Chronicles #6. The civilisation
of the Alectors, which has farmed and
developed all life on Corus to produce
sustaining life force for their vampiric
civilisation, must move wholesale from
one planet to another every few thousand
years as it exhausts the life force of
another world. This time, two worlds
have been prepared and the time is at
hand for the great move. And Corus is
looking like the loser, to be abandoned by
the civilising forces of the government of
Alectors, but used as a dumping ground
for malcontents and others who don’t
make the cut to move on to a richer new
world. Hb $59.95 538pp
STUART MOORE
REALITY BITES
A Dark Future novel. America,
tomorrow - a world laced with paranoia,
dominated by the entertainment industry
and ruled by the corporations. A future
where the ordinary man is an enslaved
underclass and politics is just a hollow
branch of showbiz. In South America,
Batton MacKay raids the meat plants of
the big corporations, but things start to go
badly wrong following a raid on a
Gentech facility and MacKay must rely on
his own deadly skills if he is to stop the
corporations and save his closest friends.
Pb $16.95 253pp
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BILL NAPIER
NEMESIS
Can a 400 year-old manuscript be
the key to saving the world? CIA listening
posts have detected evidence of an
extraordinary operation by cosmonauts
of the resurgent and aggressive Russian
regime, a plan to deflect a giant asteroid
into a collision course with the United
States. The result would be unimaginable
devastation.
The
West’s
top
astrophysicists are secretly assembled to
try to find a way of averting total disaster,
but the key to finding the asteroid is an
incredible one - its course was predicted
in an obscure Renaissance manuscript,
the only copy of which has now gone
mysteriously missing... Pb $19.95 472pp
STAN NICHOLLS
QUICKSILVER TWILIGHT
Quicksilver #3. Desperate to find a
cure for the curse of immortality and the
episodes of berserk fury and debilitating
visions that torment him, Reeth Caldason
has traded his fighting skills for the
promise of access to powerful ancient
magic. However, the Resistance group he
joined as part of the bargain is in disarray,
since their plans to found an island
Utopia free from tyranny, were betrayed
by one of their own. Now, Reeth is
trapped on the Diamond Isle, fending off
the pirates that plague the surrounding
waters. Overshadowing everything is the
threat of Zerreiss, the conquering
barbarian warlord who uses an enigmatic
ability to sweep all before him. Tp $30.00
448pp
NAOMI NOVIK
THE THRONE OF JADE
Temeraire #2. Temeraire is a Celestial
dragon, the most highly-prized of all
draconic breeds, famed for their
intelligence, agility and most of all for the
Divine Wind - their terrible roar capable
of shattering the heavy timbers of war
ships and devastating woodland.
Captured by the British, Temeraire was
meant to be the companion of the
Emperor Napoleon and not captained by
a mere officer in the British Air Corps.
The Chinese have demanded his return
and the British government cannot afford
to provoke the Asian super-power into
allying with the French, even if it costs
them the most powerful weapon in their
arsenal and forces Laurence and
Temeraire apart. Pb $21.00 400pp
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THOMAS PYNCHON
AGAINST THE DAY
With a worldwide disaster looming
just a few years ahead, it is a time of
unrestrained corporate greed, false
religiosity, moronic fecklessness and evil
intent in high places. There are cameo
appearances by Nikola Tesla, Bela Lugosi
and Groucho Marx. As an era of certainty
comes crashing down around their ears
and an unpredictable future commences,
these folks are mostly just trying to
pursue their lives. Sometimes they
manage to catch up, sometimes it’s their
lives that pursue them. Hb $59.95 1085pp
ALASTAIR REYNOLDS
GALACTIC NORTH
Gathered here for the first time are
the author’s stories and novelettes set in
the universe of Revelation Space, his first
bestselling blockbuster. It includes
several brand-new stories and novelettes
written especially for this collection. Tp
$32.95 352pp
PUSHING ICE
Some centuries from now, the
exploration and exploitation of the Solar
System is in full swing. On the cold edge
of the system, Bella Lind, captain of the
huge commercial spacecraft Rockhopper
IV, helps fuel this new gold rush by
attaching mass-driver motors to organicrich water-ice comets to move them back
to the inner worlds. Her crew are tough,
blue-collar miners, engineers and
demolition experts. Around Saturn,
something inexplicable happens: one of
the moons leaves its orbit and accelerates
out of the Solar System. The icy mantle
peels away to reveal that it was never a
moon in the first place, just a parked
spacecraft, millions of years old.
Rockhopper IV, trapped in the pull, is
hurled across time and space into the
deep, distant future, arriving in a vast,
alien-constructed chamber. And the crew
are not alone, for each chamber contains
an alien culture dragged into this cosmic
menagerie at the end of time. Pb $19.95
528pp
JOHN RINGO
UNTO THE BREACH
Mike Harmon #4. Michael Harmon
has been there and done that. Rescued coeds, killed major terrorists, stopped
nuclear assaults. Now he’d just like to
kick back and relax with his harem of
lovelies. Unfortunately, the world keeps
turning. Mike and the Keldara are back
tracking down terrorists, rogue Russian
bio-scientists and the doomsday weapon
to end all doomsday weapons. It’s going
to take some very tough, hard and nasty
people to stop the end of the world.
Fortunately, there’s Mike Harmon. Hb
$56.00 610pp
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ADAM ROBERTS
GRADISIL
This is a multi-generational story of
murder, betrayal and revenge. It is told
through the eyes of three characters and
against a background where mankind’s
rush into space has faded away, leaving
individual pioneers to force their way
independently into space, after the
collapse of the big government space
agencies. They ride up into space on the
lines of electromagnetic force that flower
into space from earth, like the mighty
Yggradisil - the earth tree of Norse myth.
Leaving their weight behind, they still
carry a cargo of enmities and hatreds. Pb
$19.95 464pp
NORA ROBERTS
VALLEY OF SILENCE
Circle Trilogy #3. Having travelled
through the Dance of the Gods to the land
of Geall, the six members of the circle find
themselves convincing then training the
people of Geall to defeat Lilith’s vampire
army. The Valley of Silence is a
forbidding place for the battle of all
battles, but the circle continues to prepare
through a series of magical tests that
improve their strengths both individually
and as a team. Pb $19.95 342pp
JUSTINA ROBSON
KEEPING IT REAL
Quantum Gravity #1. The Quantum
Bomb of 2015 changed everything. The
fabric that kept the universe’s different
dimensions apart was torn and now, six
years later, the people of earth exist in
uneasy company with the inhabitants of,
amongst others, the elven, elemental and
demonic realms. Magic is real and can be
even more dangerous than technology.
Elves are exotic, erotic, dangerous and
really bored with the constant Lord of the
Rings references. Elementals are a law
unto themselves and demons are best left
well to themselves. Special agent Lila
Black used to be pretty, but now she’s not
so sure. Her body is now more than half
restless carbon and metal alloy
machinery. A machine she’s barely in
control of. It goes into combat mode,
enough weapons for a small army
springing from within itself, at the merest
provocation. As for her heart... well ever
since being drawn into a Game by the
elven rockstar she’s been assigned to
protect, she’s not even sure she can trust
that anymore either. Pb $22.95 288pp
BRIAN RUCKLEY
WINTERBIRTH
Godless World #1. An uneasy truce
exists between the human clans and
ancient races. But now the clan of the Black
Road move south and their arrival will
herald a new age of war and chaos. Behind
it all seems to be one man, Aeglyss, a man
whose desire for power will only be sated
when he has achieved his ultimate goal immortality. Tp $32.95 560pp
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MARCUS SEDGEWICK
THE DEAD DAYS OMNIBUS
Contains The Book of Dead Days and
The Dark Flight Down. The days between
27 December and New Year’s Eve are
dead days, when spirits roam and magic
shifts restlessly just beneath the surface of
our everyday lives. There is a man,
Valerian, whose time is running out, who
must pay the price for the pact he made
with evil so many years ago. His servant
is Boy, a child with no name and no past
- a child he treats with contempt, but who
serves his master well and finds solace in
the company of his only friend, Willow.
Unknown to any of them it is Boy who
holds the key to their destiny. The truth
about Valerian’s past, Boy’s identity and
many other shattering secrets are laid
bare as the Book of Dead Days is opened
for the final time... Hb $24.95 500pp
NANCY SPRINGER
ROWAN HOOD RETURNS: THE
FINAL CHAPTER
Guy Longhead. Jasper of the Sinister
Hand. Hurst Orricson. Holt, also Orricson,
brother of Hurst. To anyone else, just four
names. But to Rowan Hood, the gentle
healer who has waited two long years to
put names to the men who murdered her
mother, they are fuel to feed her desire for
revenge. And so, she leaves the rowan
grove that has become her home in
Sherwood Forest and, along with her
friends, she sets off to seek these men. Yet
she finds that the closer she draws to them,
the farther she feels from the healer she
has become. Pb $14.95 169pp
S M STIRLING
SKY PEOPLE
Marc Vitrac was born in Louisiana
in the early 1960’s, about the time the first
interplanetary probes delivered the news
that Mars and Venus were teeming with
life. Now, in 1988, Marc has been
assigned to Jamestown, the USCommonwealth base on Venus, near the
great Venusian city of Kartahown. Set in a
countryside swarming with sabre-tooths
and dinosaurs, Jamestown is home to a
small band of American and allied
scientist-adventurers. The EastBloc has its
own base at Cosmograd, in the highlands
to the south and relations are frosty.
Meanwhile, at the western end of the
continent, Teesa of the Cloud Mountain
People leads her tribe in a conflict with
the Neanderthal-like beastmen who have
seized her folk’s sacred caves. Then an
EastBloc shuttle crashes nearby and the
beastmen acquire new knowledge… and
AK47s. Jamestown sends its long-range
blimp to rescue the downed EastBloc
cosmonauts, little suspecting that the
answer to the jungle planet’s mysteries
may lie there, among tribal conflicts and
traces of a power that make Earth’s
vaunted science seem as primitive as the
tribesfolk’s blowguns. Hb $54.00 301pp
Ph 9267 7222
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CHARLES STROSS
JENNIFER MORGUE
Atrocity Archives #2. Bob Howard, a
T-shirt–wearing computer geek and field
agent for
the
super-secret British
government agency, the Laundry, must
save the world from eldritch horrors,
codenamed Jennifer Morgue. Bob’s
current mission is to stop the evil Ellis
Billington from
achieving
world
domination, but he must overcome
obstacles
including the
Gravedust
device, which permits communication
with the dead, destiny-entanglement
protocol, banishment weapons and
Ramona Random, a lethal but beautiful
agent for the US counterpart to the
Laundry. Billington plans to raise the
eldritch horror Jennifer Morgue from the
vast deeps and communicate with a
dead warrior for the purpose of ruling the
world. Hb $56.00 307pp
G P TAYLOR
THE CURSE OF SALAMANDER
STREET
The Magenta has returned to the shores
of England, carrying young Kate, her
friend Thomas and the ship’s charismatic
owner, Jacob Crane, up the Thames. They
have recently escaped the sorcerer
Demurral and Kate searches the waves
for a sign of their friend Raphah, lost to
the sea. But further trouble awaits them
in London, where their beloved ship is
seized... Meanwhile, figures stir on the
shores further North. Beadle, Demurral’s
one-time servant has survived, while
other shadows from Jacob and Kate’s past
are also awakening. Has Demurral really
been vanquished forever? Who is the
lady who haunts the roads South? What
is the hidden secret of Salmander Street?
Tp 352pp $22.95
J R R TOLKIEN
THE SILMARILLION
This includes new preface by
JRR Tolkien, unique to this edition. Hb
$50.00 337pp
UNFINISHED TALES
This is a new edition of JRR
Tolkien’s legacy of short stories, which
inhabit the realm of The Lord of the Rings.
Hb $50.00 452pp
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HARRY TURTLEDOVE
THE GRAPPLE
Settling Accounts #3. The United
States have found their fighting form at
last. Pushed back from Pittsburgh, by
1944 the Confederate States of America
are struggling to hold their ground
against an American army that seems to
grow stronger by the day. While the
United States press on towards the
Mississippi valley, Jake Featherston’s
strategists in Richmond look for some
way, any way, to slow down their
inexorable advance. The fate of both
sides, though, may lay elsewhere. A new
menace appears in the Atlantic, intent on
attacking the United States and scientists
on both sides of the rapidly-moving
border have nearly perfected an awesome
new weapon that will guarantee victory
for whoever uses it first. Hb $60.00 616pp
JAMES WARD
MIDSHIPWIZARD HALCYON
BLITHE
Halcyon Blithe #1.
Halcyon
Blithe,
being a young man
of good breeding
and lineage, as well
as endowed with
those qualities and
abilities
of
a
sorcerous
nature
and wishing to fulfil
his full potential, is
ready to assume his
proper place in the world. He aims to
seek his fortune among those who tend
and sail the awesome nautical
juggernauts - the dragonships. With this
in mind, Blithe gladly accepts his rank as
Midshipwizard and becomes a member
of the crew who man the dragonships vessels which harness the bodies and
strength of living dragons with seafaring
technology. Pb $16.95 304pp
SCOTT WESTERFELD
BLUE NOON
Midnighters #3. The Midnighters
have emerged victorious from their
greatest challenge. They now know much
more about the secret history of Bixby and,
with the halfling dead, the Grayfoots’ link
to the darklings has been severed. But the
cost is high. Rex’s horrific experience in
the desert has left him damaged, painfully
suspended between light and dark.
Melissa’s violation of Dess’s mind and the
shameful revelations of her past deeds
have shattered the uneasy bond among
the five teenagers. What they need now is
some time to heal, but what they get is the
surprise of their lives when the blue time
arrives in the middle of the day. It seems
the walls between the secret hour and real
time are crumbling, and soon the dark
creatures will break through to hunt after
centuries of waiting. Pb $19.95 344pp
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DJANGO WEXLER
SHINIGAMI
Shinigami: In Japanese folklore, a
spirit that collects the souls of the dead.
At age 14, Sylph Walker died in a car
accident. That turned out to be only the
beginning of her problems. She and her
sister Lina awake to an afterlife, of sorts the world of Omega, ruled by cruel,
squabbling and nearly all-powerful
Archmagi. When Lina finds a magical
sword of immense power, she becomes
the unwilling epicentre of the conflict.
The sisters are forced to join the Circle
Breakers, rebels sworn to prevent the
tyrants from expanding their rule. Lina,
bearing the ancient artefact, is hailed as
the Liberator, the latest in a long line of
heroes expected to destroy the Archmagi.
Sylph finds herself at the head of the rebel
armies fighting to take back the land and
the lives of its people. But what kind of a
land is it? Is Omega really the world that
lies beyond death? And who is the
legendary Lightbringer, a being greater
even than the Archmagi? Tp $32.95 668pp
ANDREA WHITE
SURVIVING ANTARCTICA
Reality TV 2083. It’s 50 degrees
below zero. It’s 2083 and five teens are
contestants on a reality TV show,
Antarctic Survivor, which is set up to recreate a doomed 1912 attempt to reach
the South Pole. But this reality TV is not
just an act. The five must struggle to
survive the real conditions that killed the
original team of experienced explorers
and scientists, or die trying. In the
Antarctic, the wind and snow can blow so
hard, you can’t see your hand in front of
your face. Death lurks in every frozen
crevasse. What chance does the Antarctic
Survivor team have? Pb $16.95 438pp
WALTER JON WILLIAMS
CONVENTIONS OF WAR
Dread Empires Fall
#3. The universe has
fallen into bloody
chaos, now that the
dread empire of the
tyrannical Shaa is no
more, at the mercy of
the merciless insectoid
Naxid who, freed from
subjugation,
now
hunger for domination.
But the far-flung human descendants of
Terra have finally tasted liberty and their
warrior heroes will not submit. Separated
by light-years, Lord Gareth Martinez and
his one-time comrade and lover, the
mysterious guerrilla fighter Caroline
Sula, each pursue a different road to
victory in tomorrow’s ultimate battle, for
the new order will be far more terrible
than the old, unless one last, bold and
desperate stratagem can hold a shattered
galaxy together. Pb $19.95 677pp
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CHRIS WOODING
THE BRAIDED PATH
OMNIBUS
The empire of Saramyr has relied on the
secretive sect of Weavers for far too long.
Now the Weavers, manipulating space
and time through the Weave of existence,
are plotting the overthrow of the families,
their motives twisted by the Witchstones
they draw their power from. As the
empire crumbles, the disowned aberrant
daughter of the empire and a few
scattered rebels must find out the secret
of the true nature of the witch-stones and
rescue the empire from depravity and the
rule of demons. Tp $39.95 560pp

HORROR

CLIVE BARKER
DAYS OF MAGIC, NIGHTS OF WAR
Abarat #2. Candy’s adventures in Abarat
are getting stranger by the Hour.
Christopher Carrion, the Lord of
Midnight, has sent his henchmen to
capture her. Why? What would Carrion
want with a girl from Minnesota? And
why is Candy beginning to feel that the
world of the Abarat is familiar to her? Why
can she speak words of magic she doesn’t
even remember learning? And Carrion,
along with his fiendish grandmother,
Mater Motley, suspects that whatever
Candy is, she could spoil his plans to take
control of the Abarat. Now Candy’s
companions must race against time to save
her from the clutches of Carrion and she
must solve the mystery of her past before
the forces of Night and Day clash and
Absolute Midnight descends upon the
islands. Pb $20.00 556pp
JENNA BLACK
WATCHERS IN THE NIGHT
Carolyn Mathers, a former homicide
detective-turned-private investigator, has
been suffering from a bad case of paranoia
every time she goes out at night. Finally,
when she gets up the nerve to go out on
her first date since her fiancé, Gray, left her
at the altar, she gets attacked by a mugger
and her ex-fiancé steps out of the shadows
to help her fight the mugger off.
Afterwards, Gray melts back into the
shadows, but Carolyn isn’t letting him go
again. She puts her skills to use and
investigates and discovers a world she
never imagined - a world of vampires and
vampire hunters, of murderers and
guardians, of living at night and sleeping
during the day. This is the world Gray
now inhabits. She’ll do anything to keep
him in her life, but will she take the final
step and join him in immortality? Pb
$16.95 296pp
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MAX BROOKS
WORLD WAR Z: AN ORAL HISTORY
OF THE ZOMBIE WAR
It began with rumours from China about
another pandemic. The reports were
fragmentary and confused. A world still
reeling from bird flu and limited nuclear
exchanges had had enough of
apocalypse. Most people just wanted to
rebuild their lives. Then the cases started
to multiply and what had looked like the
stirrings of a criminal underclass, even
the beginnings of a revolution, soon
revealed itself to be much, much worse.
Faced with a future of mindless, maneating horror, humanity was forced to
accept the logic of world government and
face events that tested our sanity and our
sense of reality. Tp $42.95 342pp
RAMSEY CAMPBELL
READ BY DAWN
Volume #1. This is a new annual collection
of modern horror writing, published
under the Bloody Books imprint. Imprint
curator Adele Hartley is the Director of
Dead by Dawn, Scotland’s International
Horror Film Festival, which is a member
of the European Fantastic Film Festivals
Federation and a major feature of the
international horror film and festival
network. Pb $19.95 251pp
JANET LEE CAREY
THE BEAST OF NOOR
Late one night, piercing screams awake
the villages of Noor and the next day the
bones of a young woman are found deep
in the surrounding forests. An attack such
as this is not uncommon in Noor. The
Shriker, a massive beast of unimaginable
strength and rage, has roamed the dark
woods for nearly 300 years, savaging
those unfortunate enough to encounter
him. The people of Noor have lived in
fear for so long that most have forgotten
that the Shriker was once a loyal dog,
until the day his master betrayed and
cursed him, condemning him to life as a
monster. But Miles and Hanna Ferrell
have never forgotten where the Shriker
came from. How could they? It was, after
all, their ancestor who betrayed the dog.
Pb $16.95 497pp
MIKE CAREY
VICIOUS CIRCLE
Felix Castor #2. Castor has reluctantly
returned to exorcism after the case of the
Bonnington Archive ghost convinced him
that he really can do some good with his
abilities. Doing some consulting for the
local constabulary helps pay the bills, but
Castor needs a big, private job to really fill
the hole in his overdraft. That’s what he
needs. What he gets is a seemingly
insignificant ‘missing ghost’ case that
inexorably drags himself and his loved
ones into the middle of a horrific plot to
raise one of Hell’s fiercest demons. Pb
$20.95 512pp
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ANGELA CHALLIS (ED)
BOOK OF SHADOWS
Volume
#1.
Enter
shadowed
realms
where psychological
twists
and
turns
abound and tortured
souls contend with
demons within and
without. This is a
compendium of dark
flash fiction from the
first six issues of
Shadowed Realms online magazine, plus a
selection of originals featuring Poppy Z
Brite, Terry Dowling, Robert Hood,
Stephen Dedman, Kurt Newton, Greg
Beatty, Martin Livings, Lee Battersby,
Josh Rountree, Mikal Trimm, Melissa
Marr and many more. Pb $18.95 239pp
JOHN CONNOLLY
THE BOOK OF LOST THINGS
High in his attic bedroom, 12-year-old
David mourns the death of his mother.
He is angry and alone, with only the
books on his shelf for company. But those
books have begun to whisper to him in
the darkness, and as he takes refuge in his
imagination, he finds that reality and
fantasy have begun to meld. While his
family falls apart around him, David is
violently propelled into a land that is a
strange reflection of his own world,
populated by heroes and monsters and
ruled over by a faded king who keeps his
secrets in a mysterious book... The Book of
Lost Things. Hb $49.95 339pp
ADELE HARTLEY (ED)
CLASSIC TALES OF HORROR
Volume #1. Included in this volume are
classic horror short stories from Henry
James, Robert Louis Stevenson, Guy de
Maupassant, Wilkie Collins, Charles
Dickens, Leonid Andreyev, Thomas
Hardy, Balzac, Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan
Poe, James Hogg, Jack London, Daniel
Defoe, Ambrose Bierce and G K
Chesterton. Pb $19.95 251pp
MICHELE HAUF
FROM THE DARK
A Nocturne novel. Centuries past, through
mists of a dark time where vampires and
witches lived side by side, vampires
gained power by enthralling a witch,
ultimately draining her of her strength
and depriving her of immortality, until
the enslaved witches rebelled and cast a
spell making the blood of a witch deadly
to a vampire. Now, past and present are
about to collide. Michael Lynsay is a man
in the spotlight, at the height of his career,
with the ability to mesmerise audiences.
But he has a secret, he is a vampire,
fighting the darkness of his nature. And it
looks like it’s a losing battle, until he
meets Jane Renan, the only woman who
can understand his conflicted nature and
the only woman who can destroy him,
through love. Pb $14.95 299pp
Ph 9267 7222
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BRIAN JACQUES
RIBBAJACK AND OTHER CURIOUS
YARNS
Six original tales of horror and suspense
from the creator of Redwall. From
grotesque monsters to haunted schools to
the threat of a modern-day Medusa, the
author spins six scary (but, of course, not
too scary) tales, steeped in myth and
movie nightmares. Pb $14.95 168pp
STEPHEN JONES (ED)
THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BEST
NEW HORROR
Volume #17. This collection features some
of the very best short stories and novellas
by today’s masters of the macabre,
including such writers as Neil Gaiman,
Glen Hirshberg, Tanith Lee, Ramsey
Campbell and Charles Coleman Finlay. It
also features a comprehensive yearly
overview of horror around the world,
lists of useful contact addresses and a
necrology. Tp $29.95 562pp
DEAN KOONTZ
BROTHER ODD
An Odd Thomas novel.
In
flight
from
memories of his lost
soul-mate
Stormy
Llewellyn, Odd is one
of four guests at a
monastery in the High
Sierra. It’s December.
One of the other guests
is John Heineman,
world-famous
physicist, who years earlier left the secular
world to become a monk, but he continues
his physics experiments down in the
‘corpseless catacombs’ of the facility.
Heineman had originally taken to the
monastic life because he found the nature
of reality, as quantum mechanics reveals
it, so very weird, and so are his
experiments. Added to this, bodachs are
prowling the halls and Odd knows what
that means - an event of terrible violence is
pending. He begins to fear that someone
intends to kill all the monks in the abbey.
Tp $33.00 400pp
SHERRILYN KENYON
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Dark Hunter #9. Susan Michaels is a
reporter on a mission to resurrect her
professional reputation and she only has
to brave her cat allergy at a local animal
shelter to follow the lead that could get her
off the tabloid beat forever. But she gets
more than she bargained for, when she
inadvertently adopts one of the cats. As
soon as she gets home, the cat turns into a
gorgeous naked man. Ravyn is entirely
unique, a Were-Hunter who became a
Dark-Hunter as well. Suddenly, Susan is
pulled into Ravyn’s mysterious world, one
full of danger and magic. And, despite the
way he makes her sneeze, despite the
danger that swirls around him, she can’t
resist him... Pb $19.95 320pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

RICHARD LAYMON
ALARUMS & BLOOD GAMES
OMNIBUS
Alarums: Melanie Conway is a pale and
lovely violinist who has strange visions of
death. When she crashes to the floor
during a concert her boyfriend, Bodie, is
at hand to hear her fearful premonition of
disaster... Blood Games: They meet up for
one week every year - Helen, Cora,
Vivian, Finley and Abilene, five former
co-eds in search of thrills and adventure,
just like they enjoyed together at college.
This time it’s Helen’s choice. Helen, the
fat girl with a taste for horror, the brainy
one with a fear of being caught alone in
the shower by an unknown assailant with
a sharp knife and a taste for blood... Pb
$18.95 758pp
JEANNE C STEIN
THE BECOMING
Anna Strong is trained for anything, until
she’s attacked one night, only to awaken
in a dark world that exists between the
living and the dead. Here, Anna struggles
with her love for the two men who
inhabit the realms of each - Max, a human
DEA agent, and Avery, a Night Watcher,
who joins Anna in pursuit of the vampire
who changed her life. Now, as her two
worlds collide, fate plunges Anna into the
ultimate battle between good and evil
where survival is not just for the living.
Pb $18.95 293pp
BRAM STOKER
DRACULA’S GUEST AND OTHER
WEIRD TALES
Although Stoker is best known for his
world-famous novel Dracula, he also
wrote many shorter works on the strange
and the macabre. Comprised of spinechilling tales published by Stoker’s
widow after his death, as well as The Lair
of the White Worm, an intensely
intriguing novel of myths, legends and
unspeakable evils, this collection
demonstrates the full range of Stoker’s
horror writing. Pb $24.95 408pp
CHRISTINE WARREN
SHE’S NO FAERIE PRINCESS
Queen Mab’s niece, Fiona, has long been
bored to tears by the intrigues of Court
life. When she goes AWOL, she only gets
as far as Manhattan’s Inwood Park before
a nasty demon nearly puts a permanent
crimp in her plans and a dark stranger
sparks her desire... All work and no play
make Tobias Walker one cranky
werewolf. After six months of doing his
part to keep the peace during the delicate
negotiations between the Others and
humankind, he’d like nothing more than
a good night’s sleep, preceded by an
enthusiastic mating session. The alluring
woman he rescues in the park might be
the answer to his most lustful prayers, but
only if they can both stay alive long
enough to find out who wants her dead
and why. Pb $16.95 341pp
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KIT WHITFIELD
BAREBACK
Biology is destiny. For those born feetfirst, life is normal. Civil rights are
enshrined in law, the world is a
comfortable place and every full moon
night, you lock yourself in a secure room
to fur up in peace. But for those born
head-first, the damage done is more than
just physical. For a non, locked in his or
her human skin, is first and foremost a
conscript, drafted at 18 into DORLA, the
Department for the Ongoing Regulation
of Lycanthropic Activity. Lola Galley, 28
and already a scarred veteran, is assigned
to defend a curfew-breaker who
mutilated a good friend of hers. She
doesn’t want the case, but she’s used to
doing things she doesn’t want. Only
something happens, her maimed friend is
murdered before her client can be tried.
Lola wants justice. She’ll settle for the
truth. But in a divided world, asking for
the truth may bring answers that you
don’t want to hear. Tp $32.95 367pp

MEDIA
DOCTOR WHO: CYBERMEN
Dr Who Files. Find out all about the
Cybermen, their creator and enemies,
their history and home planet. Then join
one in a brand new adventure in Going off
the Rails. Hb $14.95 47pp 1405902493
DOCTOR WHO: DALEKS
Dr Who Files. Find out all about the
Daleks, their allies and enemies, home
planet and technology, then join them in
a brand new adventure in Mission to
Galacton. Hb $14.95 47pp
DOCTOR WHO: MICKEY
Dr Who Files. Find out all about Mickey,
his friends and enemies, home life and
space travels, then join him in a brand
new adventure in Taking Mickey. Hb
$14.95 47pp
JAMES BOND:
THE SECRET WORLD OF 007
ALASTAIR DOUGALL
New edition. Go under the covers with 007
and discover the boy, the man, the
legend. Your mission, should you choose
to accept it, is to read and memorise this
dossier on the career of Bond. Start with a
foreword penned by M herself, then
uncover the world of Bond, the world’s
most famous secret agent. Get the inside
scoop on his missions, from defeating the
power-mad schemes of Dr. No to the
mystery of Casino Royale. Explore the
lairs of the super villains he has defeated
and follow bullet-by-blow accounts of
some of his most death-defying chases
and battles. Investigate 007’s distinctive
style, his complicated love life and
relationships with other members of M16
from M to Q and Miss Moneypenny. Hb
$39.95 160pp
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SPECIAL EFFECTS: THE HISTORY
AND TECHNIQUE
RICHARD RICKITT
This book is not only a beautifully
illustrated history of the special effects
industry, looking at the different types of
audio and visual effects, but contains a
technical look at how all of the effects are
actually created. Packed with over 500
colour illustrations taken from great
movies and the personal portfolios of the
special effects experts, many of whom
have been interviewed and feature in the
book, this book is a treat for any movie
fan. Hb $89.95 384pp
STAR TREK: VOYAGES OF THE
IMAGINATION: THE DEFINITIVE
STAR TREK FICTION REFERENCE
JEFF AYERS
Through four decades, five television
series comprising over 700 episodes, 10
feature films and an animated series,
fandom’s thirst for more Star Trek stories
has been unquenchable. From the earliest
short-story adaptations by James Blish in
the 1960s, followed by the first original
Star Trek novels during the 1970s and on
throughout the eighties, nineties and into
the twenty-first century, fiction has
offered an unparalleled expansion of the
rich Star Trek tapestry. This title takes a
look back on the first 40 years of
professionally published Star Trek fiction,
revealing
the
personalities
and
sensibilities of many of the novels’
imaginative contributors and offering an
unprecedented glimpse into the creative
processes, the growing pains, the risks,
the innovations, the missteps and the
great strides taken in the books. Tp $45.00
782pp
SCULPTING A GALAXY: INSIDE THE
STAR WARS MODEL SHOP
LORNE PETERSON
Here is an inside look at the secrets
behind the saga’s artful models and
sculptures, featuring more than 300 fullcolour photographs and illustrations
from the Lucasfilm archives, models from
all six films, interviews, images and text
with concept sculptors, an overview of
the ILM model shop from 1976 through
today and numerous gatefolds of the
most loved models. ILM virtually
redefined visual
effects and blazed
a trail into the
digital
realm,
follow behind the
camera and into
the rarely seen
workshops and an
amazing look at
the creation of
movie magic. Hb
$100.00 207pp
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A TEASPOON AND AN OPEN MIND:
THE SCIENCE OF DR WHO
MICHAEL WHITE
This is a guide to the real science behind
the fictional world of the Doctor,
explaining in an accessible way some of
the
most
fascinating
areas
of
contemporary scientific enquiry. Topics
covered include everything from
cybernetics
and
regeneration
to
teleportation and time travel! Pb $24.95
171pp
MYTHIC VISION:
THE MAKING OF ERAGON
MARK COTTA VAZ
Find out all about the making of the hit
film with this full colour guide. The film
stars Jeremy Irons, Robert Carlisle and
John Malkovich amongst other new,
exciting talents. With a film tie-in cover
and lots of images of the stars and set, this
is a must-have for any Paolini fan. Tp
$24.95 142pp

SCIENCE FICTION &
FANTASY REFERENCE
100 MUST-READ SCIENCE FICTION
NOVELS
STEPHEN ANDREWS
Want to become a
science-fiction
buff, or expand
your reading in
your
favourite
genre? This is a
good place to
start! From the
publishers of the
popular
Good
Reading Guide,
comes
a
rich
selection of some of the finest sci-fi novels
ever published. With 100 of the best titles
fully reviewed and a further 500
recommended, you’ll quickly become an
expert in the world of science-fiction. The
book allows you to browse by theme,
including special categories like ‘sciencefiction and film adaptations’. It also
includes ‘a reader’s fast-guide to the
world of science-fiction’ and lists of
award winners and book club
recommendations. Pb $17.95 320pp
BLOOD & THUNDER: THE LIFE AND
ART OF ROBERT E HOWARD
MARK FINN
Robert E Howard, creator of Conan, King
Kull and others that defined heroic
fantasy, lived and died in the small town
of Cross Plains, Texas. While his books
remain in print, Howard himself has
fallen into obscurity, his life mired in
speculation
and
half-truth.
This
biography traces the roots of his writings,
correcting long-standing misconceptions
and offers a tour of Howard’s world as he
saw it - through his own incomparable
imagination. Tp 35.00 264pp
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THE END OF HARRY POTTER?
DAVID LANGFORD
This is the book
for you, if you are
one
of
the
gazillions
of
readers who find
themselves
wondering about
horcruxes
and
Deatheaters and
Dark
Lords...
Langford looks at
questions
like:
What are the remaining horcruxes, the
places He Who Shall Not Be Named has
stashed his soul so he can never die? Does
Harry himself bear a part of the Dark
Lord’s soul in his scar? Is that why Harry
understands Parseltongue - and if not,
why does he speak the language of the
serpentssss? What will happen when
Harry is technically a grown-up and no
longer under the protection of his Uncle
Vernon and Aunt Petunia? Is Albus
Dumbledore really dead? Whose side is
Severus Snape really on? Hb $25.00 205pp
FROM HOBBITS TO HOLLYWOOD:
ESSAYS ON PETER JACKSON’S
LORD OF THE RINGS
ERNEST MATHIJS
& MURRAY POMERANCE (EDS)
Written by leading scholars in the study
of cinema and culture this title gives
Jackson’s trilogy the fullest scholarly
interrogation to date. The essays
contained here open a new vista of
criticism and light, for ardent fans of JRR
Tolkien, followers of Jackson and all those
who yearn for a deeper appreciation of
cinema and its relation to culture. Tp
$140.00 403pp
THE LORD OF THE RINGS:
POPULAR CULTURE IN GLOBAL
CONTEXT
ERNEST MATHIJS (ED)
This title takes
the release of the
film trilogy as a
point
of
departure for an
overview of the
international
impact of the
series in a range
of
cultural
environments. It
analyses
the
merchandising,
box office figures, distribution, critical
reception, fan following and cult status of
the films and focuses on how the different
faces of the phenomenon, like the trailers,
DVD editions, websites, computer games,
music, location tours and even its
unlikely erotic spin-offs contributed to
making The Lord of the Rings the most
publicly recognised brand image of the
21st century so far. Tp $70.00 341pp
Ph 9267 7222
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What We’ve Been Reading...
Harbingers (Repairman Jack #10) by F Paul Wilson (Hb $54.00). The
Repairman Jack story arc is soooooo close to rejoining the Nightworld
series (now there’s some books that are worth your time trying to
track down) that you can almost taste it. Bugger of a thing is though,
that’s it’s been so long since I read the Nightworld books that I can
only remember what happens to Jack in it – not what happens to the
women in his life – the lovely Gina and her daughter. It’s driving me
nuts…..This was fantastic. Steph
The Road by Cormac McCarthy (Tp $32.95). An
unspecified apocalypse has left America burned and
desolate, as a father and son travel across the
country searching for safety from roving gangs and
starvation… McCarthy has painted a brilliant picture
of dust and bones in this stark novel. The author
really makes the landscape a character, and
although his trademark spare and brutal writing is in
abundance here, The Road is a riveting read. I can’t
wait to see what happens… - David
Winterbirth (Godless World #1) by Brian
Ruckley (Tp $32.95). This debut novel is very
impressive. The author has a very distinctive
style, but if I was asked to compare him to
anyone, I’d have to say he’s a cross between
Martin and Gemmell. Winterbirth is a great tale
of epic fantasy set in a rich world of magic,
warfare, politics and intrigue, all of which
Ruckley deftly handles by weaving a flowing
narrative through the pages with wonderfully
fleshed out characters. This book drew me in
completely and I can’t wait for Book 2. - Mark
During the time that passed while I finished Dead Man Rising (Pb
$16.95), I’m quite sure important things happened, but they went
unnoticed because the book was just too darn good. Dante Valentine
returns, complete with more attitude and action than before. She’s
demonically enhanced and on remarkably good terms with Satan... so
whats the problem? Her demon ex-boyfriend was pulverised and
she’s not happy. Ripping good read, my hat is off to Lilith Saintcrow.
- Sofia

COMPETITION
To win a copy of Michael Liddy’s debut novel, Openland, name the publisher of
the book. Mail, fax or email (competition@galaxybooks.com.au) your answer
along with your name and address. Entry closes 18 Jan 2007. Entry open to
Galaxy Cardholders only.

COMPETITION WINNERS
The winner of a proof copy of Brian Ruckely’s debut novel, Winterbirth, is Helen
Herring. Congratulations!

